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Abstract Cryptography on Elliptic curve is one of the most important public key
encryption systems, whose security depends on difficulty of solving the discrete
logarithm problem. The reason of importance is that elliptic curves provide security
equivalent to classical systems while using fewer bits. To encrypt a plain message with
El-Gamal algorithm, we embed the message to the point on the elliptic curve using the
Koblitz technique. In this paper, we explore the conditions that encrypt the message
without mapping the point on the elliptic curve.
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1. Elliptic Curve
Suppose that K be a field where the characteristic of K is not 2 or 3. An elliptic curve
over K is a curve with equation the form

y 2  x3  ax  b, (1)
Where a and b are elements of K with 4𝑎3 + 27𝑏 2 ≠ 0. The set of point of E with
coordinate in K is defined as:

E ( K )  {( x, y )  E : x, y  K }  {O}, (2)
Where is the point at infinity.
1.1. Finite Field Contained Elliptic Curve
If p be a prime number, then 𝐸𝑝 is an elliptic curve over a finite field with the equation
of the form

E p : y 2  x3  ax  b

 mod p  , (3)
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Where a and b are constant with 4𝑎3 + 27𝑏 2 ≠ 0.
1.2. Important Points
For adding two points P and Q on the elliptic curve, we draw the line L through P and
Q. The line L intersects E in a third point R. Then 𝑅́ = 𝑃 + 𝑄 is the reflection of R across
the x-axis. Negation of a point 𝑃 = (𝑥ˎ𝑦) is the point −𝑃 = (𝑥ˎ − 𝑦).
Let E be an elliptic curve. The addition of points on E satisfies the following properties:

1. P  O  O  P  P
2. P  ( P)  O
3. P  (Q  R)  ( P  Q)  R
4. P  Q  Q  P

P  E
P  E
P, Q, R  E
P, Q  E

In other words, the points on E form an additive abelian group with O as the identity
element.
To add two points 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 on E there are some cases on the coordinates of the points
are given as follows:
1) if 𝑃1 = 𝑂 then 𝑃1 + 𝑃2 = 𝑃2 .
2) if 𝑃2 = 𝑂 then 𝑃1 + 𝑃2 = 𝑃1 .
3) if 𝑃1 = (𝑥1 ˎ𝑦1 ) and 𝑃2 = (𝑥2 ˎ𝑦2 ) and 𝑥1 ≠ 𝑥2 .
Let



y2  y1
x2  x1

then:

P1  P2  ( 2  x1  x2 ,  ( x1  x3 )  y1 )

(4)

4) if 𝑃1 = 𝑃2 , let



3x12  A
2 y1

then:

P1  P2  ( 2  x1  x2 ,  ( x1  x3 )  y1 )
2. Cryptosystem on Elliptic Curves
2.1. El-Gamal Public Key
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Alice wants to send a message to Bob securely. The first step of El-Gamal elliptic curve
cryptosystem converts the plaintext message m to a point 𝑃𝑚 on the elliptic curve 𝐸(𝐹𝑝 ).
Alice and Bob chooses a private key randomly 𝑛𝐴 and 𝑛𝐵 respectively from the interval
[1, p-1], then they compute a public key by multiplying the private key by the base point
G:

PA  nAG

PB  nBG,

where 𝑛𝐴 𝐺 is computed as repeated addition 𝐺 + 𝐺 + ⋯ + 𝑛𝐴 times. To encrypt the
message 𝑃𝑚 , Alice chooses a random number k and compute the following values:

C1  kG

C2  Pm  kPB (6)

Alice sends the cipher text message (𝐶1 ˎ 𝐶2 ) to Bob. Then Bob decrypts the cipher text
message to get the plaintext 𝑃𝑚 as follows:

C2  nBC1   Pm  kPB   nB  kG   Pm  k  nBG   nB  kG   Pm

(7)

2.2. Koblitz Encoding Technique
Let 𝐸𝑃 : 𝑦 2 = 𝑥 3 + 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏 be an elliptic curve defined over 𝐸(𝐹𝑃 ). Let 𝑃 ≡ 3 (𝑚𝑜𝑑 4).
We embedded the message m to the point 𝑃𝑚 on the elliptic curve with the following
method:
Suppose that 0 ≤ 𝑚 < 𝑝/1000 − 1. For 0 ≤ 𝑗 < 1000, we compute the following
values:

x j  1000m  j

s j  x3j  ax j  b

 mod p  (8)

(𝑝−1)/2

(𝑝+1)/4

If 𝑆𝑗
≡ 1 (𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝), then 𝑆𝑗 is a square mod P and 𝑦𝑗 = 𝑆𝑗
(𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝). So the
plaintext message m convert to the point 𝑃𝑚 = (𝑥𝑗 ˎ 𝑦𝑗 ) on 𝐸𝑝 . The message m can be
recovered by the following equation:

m  [ x j /1000]
2.3. Example of Koblitz Encoding Technique
Let 𝐸𝑃 : 𝑦 2 = 𝑥 3 + 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏 be an elliptic curve defined over 𝐸(𝐹𝑃 ), where

p=160815853215891608158515783216621584174015851583063
a= 1245878902132645879854212336801478523698
b= 3564879564512354654854658754871457896542
(9)
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Clearly 𝑃 ≡ 3 (𝑚𝑜𝑑 4). Suppose we want to encript the persian text shown in Figure 2.
Its equivalent ASCII values are:

m=(1570,1578,1588,32,1575,1586,32,1594,1585,1576,32,1705,1588,
1608,1585,32,1589,1608,1585,1578,32,1662,1584,1740,1585,1583).
We put

m1 =1570157815883215751586321594158515763217051588
m 2 =160815853215891608158515783216621584174015851583
Figure1.
First we embed 𝑚1 to the point on the curve. By calculations j=70. So

x1  1000m1  70  1570157815883215751586321594158515763217051588070
and

s1  x13  ax1  b  136675430209883314209572962643993168056335694636178
(𝑝−1)/2

on the other hand 𝑆𝑗

 mod p 
 mod p 

≡ 1 (𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝), therefore

 mod p 

y1  s1( p 1)/4  95894767124349928170021515432526550127137810249344
so the plaintext message 𝑚1 is converted to the point

Pm1  ( x1 , y1 )  (1570157815883215751586321594158515763217051588070,
95894767124349928170021515432526550127137810249344).
Now we embed 𝑚2 to the point an curve. So
x2  1000m2  70  160815853215891608158515783216621584174015851583070

 mod p 

and

s2  x23  ax2  b  12286031879440875813834145112481807562771
(𝑝−1)/2

on the other hand 𝑆2

 mod p 

≡ 1 (𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝), therefore

y2  s2( p 1)/4  41520670771374945504484550262019312077367105136983

 mod p 

So the plaintext message 𝑚2 convert to a point

Pm2  ( x2 , y2 )  (160815853215891608158515783216621584174015851583070,
41520670771374945504484550262019312077367105136983)
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Now, Alice encrypts the points 𝑃𝑚1 and 𝑃𝑚2 on elliptic curve. Bob considers private key
𝑛𝐵 and point G on 𝐸𝑃 :

nB  458795654213265487658421356458465789653215465487
G  (75696702515208745401881713213118145650266650528282,
79804359473612471760932091617486510562949478022234) (10)
Now Alice encrypts 𝑃𝑚1 .
Alice selects random value k:

k  140411536272185229247218214322150490980349894625502
Alice computes 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 using 6:

C1  kG  (42412994553325210342989729025800836703397718743261,
57496607304417724617097119121339493657804471741440)

PB  (146116861172359365771917054283183539972908594189556,
69202370342538795182027117650777103108165558550780)

C2  Pm1  kPB  (1893761016600369259296037368724681744737997657117,
149609793961185230750677276233315325413925506902206)
Alice sends (𝐶1 ˎ 𝐶2 ) as cipher text to Bob. Then Bob decrypts the cipher text message
to get the plaintext 𝑃𝑚1 as follows:

C2  nAC1  (1570157815883215751586321594158515763217051588070,
95894767124349928170021515432526550127137810249344).
Then Bob recovers 𝑚1 by the following equation:

m1  [ x1 /1000] (11)
3. Main Result
We saw in previous section to encode a message to an elliptic curve, first we embedded
the message to the point on the curve and then we encrypted the obtained point. Let's
consider the conditions that we can encrypt the message without mapping to the point on
the curve. Let 𝐸𝑃 : 𝑦 2 = 𝑥 3 + 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏 be a curve on 𝐸(𝐹𝑃 ). All the points on 𝐸𝑃 forms an
abelian group with O as the identity element. According to the previous section, when
we add two points on the curve, the third point is also on the curve. If the first point is
on the curve, but the second point does not on the curve, then the third point is on the
curve or not. Now we show that it is not necessary that the second point is on the curve,
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and it is sufficient that the coordinates of the second point is from one to P-1. If we show
the point on the curve with 𝑃(𝑥1 ˎ 𝑦1 ) and the second point, which may or may not be on
the curve, with 𝑄(𝑥2 ˎ 𝑦2 ) and represent the point obtained from the sum of these two
points with 𝑅(𝑥3 ˎ 𝑦3 ), then the following conditions must be established for reversibility
of addition:

x1  x2 ,

x1  x3 (12)

In fact we prove (𝑃 + 𝑄) − 𝑄 = 𝑃.
If (𝑃 + 𝑄) − 𝑄 = (𝑥4 ˎ 𝑦4 ), then prove 𝑥1 = 𝑥4 . Denote the slope through 𝑃 + 𝑄 and
−𝑄 with m and it's equals:

m

 y2  y3
x2  x3 (13)

Then by using 4 we have:

x4  m2  x3  x2  m2   2  x1  x2  x2  m2   2  x1
We denote 𝑚2 − 𝜆2 = 0, so 𝑥4 = 𝑥1 . But 𝑚2 − 𝜆2 = (𝑚𝜆)(𝑚 + 𝜆) therefore we denote
𝑚 + 𝜆 = 0.

m 

 y2  y3 y2  y1

x2  x3
x2  x1 (14)

By simplification and substitution values of 𝑥3 and 𝑦3 , the numerator of above fraction
equals to:

2 y2 x1  2 x12 3 ( x2  x1 )   x1 x2  x22  2 y1 x1   2 ( y1  y2 )  y2 x2  y1x2 (15)
After computation we have 𝑚 + 𝜆 = 0, so 𝑥4 = 𝑥1 . By substitution 𝑥4 in the above
equation 𝑦4 is obtained. We see that 𝑦4 is also equal to 𝑦1 . if 𝑥1 = 𝑥2 or 𝑥1 = 𝑥3 we
obtained point at infinity. In this case by choosing another k we resume our calculations.
In fact, we showed that by subtracting Q from R, the point P is obtained, except in cases
where the point at infinitely occur. We use this idea in the El-Gamal algorithm and
separate calculations for encoding plain message to elliptic curve coordinate is removed,
and instead, the message 𝑃𝑚 is converted to the point (𝑥𝑚 ˎ 𝑦𝑚 ), such that 𝑥𝑚 and 𝑦𝑚
from 1 to P-1 and

xm  xKpB

xm  xC2

(16)

4. Example and Implementation
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Suppose that Bob wants to encrypt the Persian text shown in Figure 1. The number of
term of its equivalent ASCII values is 26. Consider the first 13 term as x-coordinate and
the second 13 term as y-coordinate of 𝑃𝑚 . Pad with 32 at the end of the above list if the
number of term is odd, so that pairing can be done.

pm  [1570157815883215751586321594158515763217051588,
160815853215891608158515783216621584174015851583]
Bob considers elliptic curve 𝐸𝑝 where in sec 1.2.3. Now Alice encrypts 𝑃𝑚 (which is not
a point on the curve 𝐸𝑝 ). Alice selects random value k:

k=140411536272185229247218214322150490980349894625502
Alice computes 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 using 6:

C1  kG  (42412994553325210342989729025800836703397718743261
57496607304417724617097119121339493657804471741440)
PB  (146116861172359365771917054283183539972908594189556,
69202370342538795182027117650777103108165558550780)
C2  Pm  kPB  (64266411644364597273452105647478956845058721888827,
11595006754483026118722653959466841644593467180873)
Alice sends (𝐶1 ˎ 𝐶2 ) as cipher text to Bob. Then Bob decrypts the cipher text message
to get the plaintext 𝑃𝑚 as follows:

C2  nAC1  (1570157815883215751586321594158515763217051588,
160815853215891608158515783216621584174015851583)
Now Bob receives the pair of above numbers and splits to four digit numbers. Therefore,
we will obtain the following numbers:

(1570,1578,1588,32,1575,1586,32,1594,1585,1576,32,1705,1588,
1608,1585,32,1589,1608,1585,1578,32,1662,1584,1740,1585,1583)
Then from this we can recover the message using the ASCII table.
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